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Abstract—This paper proposes a technique for the off-line es-
timation of the electrical parameters of the equivalent circuit of
linear induction machines (LIM), taking into consideration the
end effects, and focuses on the application of an algorithm based
on the minimization of a suitable cost function involving the differ-
ences of measured and computed by simulation inductor current
components. This method exploits an entire start-up transient of
the LIM to estimate all the 4 electrical parameters of the machine
(Rs, Ls, σLs, Tr). It proposes also a set of tests to be made to
estimate the variation of the magnetic parameters of the LIM
versus the magnetizing current as well as the magnetizing curve
of the machine. Moreover, a methodology for the estimation of
the mechanical parameters of the model is proposed as well.
The proposed methodology has been verified experimentally on
suitably developed test set-up.

Index Terms—Identification, linear induction machine (LIM),
parameter estimation.

NOMENCLATURE

us = usD + jusQ Inductor voltages space-vector in the in-
ductor reference frame.

is = isD + jisQ Inductor currents space-vector in the in-
ductor reference frame.

i′r = ird + jirq Induced part currents space-vector in the
inductor reference frame.

ψs = ψsD + jψsQ Inductor flux space-vector in the inductor
reference frame.

ψ′
r = ψrd + jψrq Induced part flux space-vector in the in-

ductor reference frame.
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Ls, Lr, Lm Inductor, induced part and three-phase
magnetizing inductances.

Lσs, Lσr Inductor and induced part leakage
inductances.

σ, σs, σr, Global, inductor and induced part leakage
factors.

Rs, Rr Inductor and induced part resistances.
Tr Induced part time constant.
p Number of pole pairs.
ωr Angular rotor speed (in electrical angles

per second).
v Linear speed.
τm Length of the inductor.
τ p Polar pitch.
Q End-effect factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE possibility of using high performance control strate-
gies in linear induction machines (LIM) [1]–[5] is highly

dependent on the accurate knowledge of their parameters. In
Rotating Induction Machines (RIM) there is a huge literature
about this topic, ranging from traditional no-load and locked
rotor tests to more sophisticated dynamical tests [6]–[33]. In
general, the problem has been faced up with two approaches.
The first is based on the direct computation of some electrical
parameters with the help of input voltage and current measure-
ments (signal injection, spectral analysis, linear or nonlinear
regression). The second is based on the construction of suit-
able observers (full-order or reduced-order observers, extended
Kalman filter, model reference adaptive systems) of the state-
variables of the machine (stator currents, flux linkages and,
possibly, also the speed) where the accuracy of the state recon-
struction depends on an adaptive estimation of some electrical
parameters.

Both approaches can be followed for either on-line or off-line
parameter estimation. The second category is almost always
used for on-line parameter estimation for high performance
electrical drives and does not usually separate the estimation of
the parameters from that of the state variables. Fig. 1 shows a
schematic of the main on-line parameter estimation methodolo-
gies. Another approach is to retrieve the electrical parameters
of the machine from its finite element analysis (FEA). This
approach is obviously adopted only for off-line parameter esti-
mation and aims to retrieve the nonlinear relationships between
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the main on-line parameter estimation techniques.

the magnetizing current and the machine inductances, as well
as their dependence on the load. [24]. The main drawback of
such methodologies is that the final user does not generally
possess a FEA software, nor does he know the machine de-
sign data. Another off-line methodology for the retrieval of
the electrical machine equivalent circuit model parameters is
based on the geometrical and electrical data, generally available
after an electromagnetic design [28], [29]. Also, this approach
suffers from the same limitation of the one above. An extensive
survey of off-line and on-line parameter estimation techniques
for field-oriented control in induction machine drives is [6],
[7]: techniques ranging from spectral analysis, observers and
model reference adaptive systems (MRAS) are described; on-
line compensation methods for saturation and iron losses are
also included. With regard to the first approach, the following
contributions should be recalled. An on-line approach based on
the use of least-squares techniques for the on-line estimation
of the electrical parameters in an induction motor has been
presented both in a linear in [8]–[10] and nonlinear version [15].
This topic has been also widely addressed in the framework of
linear neural networks in [34] where the nature of parameter
estimation as a problem of constrained minimization is stressed.
More recently, [18] deals with test procedures of IEEE Standard
112 for polyphase induction motors and generators and dis-
cusses some errors and ambiguities that may occur in parameter
calculation for the single cage model.

As for the second approach, the following contributions
should be recalled. In [35] the parameter estimation is ad-
dressed in the framework of full-order speed observers and
focuses on the on-line stator and rotor resistance estimations:
for stator resistance the estimation law is based on the cross
product between the error vector computed with the help of
measured and estimated current minus a space vector linked to
the magnetizing current. However, the rotor resistance estima-
tion law needs an injected signal into the magnetizing current.
[12] addresses the on-line estimation of the magnetizing induc-
tance for field-weakening operation in field oriented control,
where the reference rotor flux is modified. A look-up table of
the rotor-flux vs magnetizing current is built with the aid of
input stator currents and voltages. In [12] some contributions
are given for the on-line estimation of states and parameters
for induction motors with Extended Kalman Filter (EKF),
proposing a methodology for tuning the covariance matrices
by evaluating the state noise due to modeling errors. In [26] a

simplified adaptive variable structure identifier is proposed for
on-line rotor resistance estimation. This method is robust to the
variation of the stator resistance, measurement noise, modeling
errors and parameter uncertainty.

In LIMs, as a first thing, the traditional no-load and locked
tests cannot be made easily: while on the one hand the inductor
part can be locked thus allowing the locked inductor test to
be performed, on the other hand the no-load test is hard to be
made because of the limited length of the induced track, which
prevents the steady-state rated speed to be reached. Moreover,
the no-load test made without the presence of the induced
track would result in a wrong parameter estimation, since the
magnetic path could be different from that in normal operating
conditions. In addition, traditional RIM tests cannot lead up to
the computation of the additive terms of the equivalent circuit
considering the end effects. In this respect, only dynamical tests
can be envisaged in LIMs. However, hardly any paper specif-
ically deals with the parameter estimation of LIMs [36]–[42].
Other deal with the dynamic or static modeling of the LIM, that
could be purposely adopted for its parameters estimation. For
example [43] proposed a dynamic model of the LIM consid-
ering the actual winding distribution and structure dimensions.
It can calculate the mutual, self, and leakage inductances to de-
scribe the influence of the longitudinal end effect and half-filled
slots. [44] treats several issues of LIM modeling, involving the
transversal edge and longitudinal end effects and the half-filled
slots at the primary. At the end, it proposes a T-model equivalent
circuit which is based on the 1-D magnetic equations of the air
gap. [45] focuses an improved series equivalent circuit for this
machine, where the longitudinal end effects are estimated using
three different impedances representing the normal, forward,
and backward flux density waves in the air gap.

Reference [36] puts forward an on-line model reference
adaptive system (MRAS) used for the simultaneous computa-
tion of the induced part resistance and magnetizing inductance.
This method presents the drawbacks that it uses the RIM dy-
namical model and the corresponding thrust expression, which
does not consider the braking component due to end-effects.

The most significant paper is [39]: it computes the parame-
ters of the equivalent steady-state RIM circuit by means of a
FEA of the linear motor; in particular the leakage inductances
of the induced part and the inductor are retrieved by flux anal-
ysis with a FEA, and this is obtained by separately supplying
the induced part and the inductor with a current waveform.
By processing these data and by using the RIM equivalent
circuit, the other parameters are then computed. However, this
work has three important drawbacks. First it does not find the
parameters of the LIM taking into account the border and end
effects. Moreover, it requires the use of a FEA software, with
its limitation aforementioned. Finally, the operating conditions
for the estimation of the leakage inductances are very different
from real operating conditions, resulting in possible unaccept-
able errors. These considerations call for a proper dynamical
model of the LIM and an estimation parameter method using
input voltage/current measurements.

This paper proposes a technique for the estimation of elec-
trical and mechanical parameters of the equivalent circuit of
LIMs, taking also into consideration the end effects. It belongs
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Fig. 2. CAD sketch of the LIM under test.

to the category of off-line methods based on input-output mea-
surements and needs neither the machine design geometrical
data nor a FEA of the machine, always requiring the perfect
knowledge of its structure and adopted materials. It could be
used as a first step of a LIM drive self-commissioning phase, for
properly tuning the controllers and the flux/thrust estimators of
the drive on the basis of the estimated parameters. It focuses on
the application of an algorithm based on the minimization of a
suitable cost function depending on the inductor current error. It
proposes also a set of tests to be made to estimate the variation
of the magnetic parameters of the LIM versus the magnetizing
current as well as the magnetizing curve of the machine.
Moreover, a methodology for the estimation of the mechanical
parameters of the model is also described. This methodology
has been verified experimentally on suitably developed test
set-up. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the
equivalent circuit of the LIM with end effects is described,
inspired to the work of [9]. In Section III the algorithm used
for parameter estimation is presented. Sections IV–VI describe
the experimental rig and the results obtained.

II. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF THE LIM
INCLUDING END EFFECTS

A LIM is constituted by an inductor, which is typically the
moving part, and an induced part, which is typically fixed.
Fig. 2 shows the CAD sketch of the LIM under test.

In a LIM, the secondary (induced part), consists of a sheet
of aluminum with a back core of iron. During the motion of
the inductor, the aluminum plate surface magnetically linked
with the inductor varies in a continuous manner. This resuts
in a variation of the induced currents in the sheet and a cor-
responding variation of the magnetic flux density in the air-
gap, in close to the entrance (front of the motion) and exit
(back of the motion) of the inductor. When the moving inductor
cames across with a new part of the aluminum sheet, new
induced currents are generated starting from a null value. This
growth, which is quite fast because of the absence of previously
induced currents, tries to oppose inducing flux variation. The
effect is a deep reduction of the resulting flux in proximity of
the entrance. At the same time, at the exit the induced current
opposes a sudden flux reduction from the inductor, creating an
overall flux increase. The higher is the speed of the inductor,
the higher is the end effect phenomenon [46]–[48]. This last has
been taken into consideration in literature by the so-called end
effect factor Q [46], defined as Q = τmRr/Lrv = τm/Trv,
where τm is the length of the inductor, Rr and Lr are the
induced part resistance and inductance, and v is the linear
speed of the machine. It can be observed that, the higher is
the machine speed, the higher is the air-gap thickness (higher

Fig. 3. Space-vector equivalent circuit of the LIM.

leakage inductance); the lower is the inductor length, the lower
is the factor Q. It means that the end effects increase with the
machine speed, with the air-gap thickness and reduces with the
inductor length. Correspondingly, the three-phase magnetizing
inductance varies with Q in the following way:

L′
m = Lm (1− f(Q)) (1)

where f(Q) = (1− e−Q)/Q.
A computation of the overall losses of the machine shows

that a resistance appears in the transversal branch taking into
consideration the eddy current joule losses. This resistance is
modeled as

R′
r = Rrf(Q). (2)

Correspondingly, the steady-state equivalent circuit [46] of
the LIM is shown in Fig. 3, where it is sketched in a space-
vector form. It could be observed that the main differences
with the equivalent circuit of the rotating induction machine
(RIM) are in the magnetizing inductance and in the eddy current
resistance, both present in the transversal branch.

III. ALGORITHM FOR THE RETRIEVAL

OF THE PARAMETERS

Since the direct and quadrature components of the induced
part flux cannot be measured, not all parameters appearing in
the standard model of induction motor can be directly obtained.
Instead, they can be identified by means of a convenient identi-
fication techniques.

To avoid identification of parameters in presence of some con-
strains between them, the previous step is that of constructing
a mathematical model in which only the identifiable parame-
ters appear. To this end, the expression of the scaled induced
part flux ψ̃r = (Lm/Lr)ψr is adopted in place of that of
the standard flux. The following mathematical model, com-
posed of the so-called voltage and current models, contains
therefore only identifiable parameters and completely describes
the input–output behavior of the motor for an assigned stator
voltage:

σLs
dis
dt

=us −
(
Rs +

Ls − σLs

Tr

)
is

− j

(
pπ

τp
v

)
ψ̃r +

1

Tr

(
1

1− f(Q)

)
ψ̃r (3)

dψ̃r

dt
=

(
Ls − σLs

Tr

)
is + j

(
pπ

τp
v

)
ψ̃r

− 1

Tr

(
1 + f(Q)

1− f(Q)

)
ψ̃r (4)
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where all the adopted symbols are defined in the nomenclature,
the global leakage factor is defined as σ = 1− (L2

m/LsLr)
and f(Q) is the above described function taking into account
the end effects. In (3) and (4), the adopted electrical parame-
ters are the same present in the RIM model counterpart. The
dependence on the speed caused by the end effects has been
explicitly taken into account by the end-effect factor Q and its
function f(Q).

As for the identifiability issue, in [8]–[10], [49] it is shown
that all 4 electrical parameters can be identified if a speed tran-
sient is exploited. In sinusoidal steady-state condition, however,
only 1 electrical parameter can be retrieved. This issue, known
as the rank deficient problem, can be explained from several
points of view. First, if machine dynamic equations are written
in terms of only stator current and voltage space vectors, then
the parameter estimation problem can be formalized as a linear
regression one [8]–[10]. From (5) in [9] it is clear that, to
compute all the parameters ki, from which the electrical ones
are retrieved, at least 2 measurements of speed are needed;
otherwise, at any constant speed, the rows of the data matrix are
linearly dependent. It is coherent with the fact that just two tests
can be classically exploited, the no-load and the locked rotor
tests, to retrieve the same parameters at sinusoidal steady-state
with just two tests at two separate speeds: no load speed and
zero speed. Secondly, it is possible to see that the state matrix
in (3) and (4) has rank 4 during speed transients, and rank 2 in
sinusoidal steady-state, since its elements are constant and not
variable with speed. Even this is coeherent with the above given
considerations.

Finally, this problem can be faced up from the observability
point of view. As is well known, the mathematical model of
the RIM is observable from the speed and stator current mea-
surements for all applied voltages (see [49, p. 46]). It follows
that all the dynamics of the system is observable by the input-
output measurements and therefore a unique set of parameters
exists that reproduces both the input-output behavior and the
dynamics of the state. All these considerations have been made
for rotating machines, but can be easily extended to linear ones
without any loss generality.

From a theoretical point of view, therefore, very few sets of
measurements points would be needed for estimating the entire
set of 4 electrical parameters. As a matter of fact, a bigger set
of data, processed in a recursive form, is suggestible because
it permits the data to be properly filtered and consequently
the best solution to be found. An entire speed transient from
zero speed to the steady-state speed is further suggestible,
since it permits to retrieve the values of the electric parameters
corresponding to the steady-state magnetization of the machine.
In this way, with very few tests it is possible to estimate
the variation of the electric parameters of the machine with
the magnetizing current, as shown in the paper. The validity
of the employment of an entire speed transient to estimate
the parameters of the machine corresponding to the steady-
state magnetization condition had already demonstrated in [10],
where the model of the induction machine taking into consid-
eration the magnetic saturation has been adopted. This kind of
consideration can be extended to the LIM case without any loss
of generality.

To identify the parameters of the model (3) and (4), the least
squares curve fitting problem is used, which can be formulated
as follows.

Given a set of N data pairs of independent and dependent
vectorial variables, {(xi,yi), i = 1, . . . , N}, it find the param-
eter vector β of the model curve g(x,β) so that the root square
of the sum of the squares of the deviations, given by

S(β) =

√√√√ N∑
i=1

[yi − g(xi,β)]
2 (5)

becomes minimal.
In the case under study of the LIM parameter estimation,

the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm (LMA) can be used [54]–
[56], which provides a numerical solution to the problem of
minimizing a nonlinear function over a space of parameters of
the function itself. In particular, the parameter vector β is the
set of the electrical parameters to be estimated

β = [Rs Ls σLs Tr ]
T (6)

whereas the function to be minimized is

S(β) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

[
(isD − îsD)2

]
+

1

N

N∑
i=1

[
(isQ − îsQ)2

]
(7)

where N is the total number of samples taken into consideration
by the algorithm, isD and isQ are the vectors of the measured
direct and quadrature stator currents, and îsD and îsQ are the
corresponding quantities computed by means of the mathemat-
ical model (3) and (4) using the actual values of the parameters
(6), in corrispondance to the same values of supply voltage used
to obtain isD and isQ.

The algorithm is stopped when∣∣∣∣β(i) − β(i−1)

β(i−1)

∣∣∣∣ < ε

where ε is the error stop criterion and β(i) and β(i−1) are the
values of β computed at the iterations i and i− 1, respectively.
For more details on the algorithm see [51]–[53]. Like most
algorithms, the LMA searches only for local minima. Actually,
in case of multiple minima, the algorithm generally converges
only if the initial guess is already somewhat close to the final
solution. For this reason, the choice of the initial condition is
crucial.

The methodology has been tested starting from a set of
electrical parameters which can be considered an initial good
guess and are computed directly from the name-plate data of the
machine. In the LIM case, the name-plate data are not exactly
equal to the corresponding values in RIMs, mainly because the
manufactures sell only the inductor leaving the user to built
their own induced part track. For this reason, the name plate
data of LIMs not always include the machine rated speed at
load, the rated efficiency and the rated power factor: actually
they depend on the assembly of the system. For the case under
study, some typical rated data valid for RIMs of the same size
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have been employed to compute the initial set of parameters
(rated efficiency 70%, rated slip 20%). The initial parameters
have been then computed adopting the equation in page n. 1000
of [20]. To verify the robustness of the estimation to these initial
values, the methodology has been tested also by varying these
sets of initial parameters in a range of ±50%. The following
initial condition has been finally selected in the case under
study: β = [20 1 0.16 0.2]T .

If should be noted that if the tests are performed on a machine
which has experienced a long stop, the value of the estimated
inductor resistance is that of a cool machine. The value of the
real inductor resistance of the machine during operation could
vary, because of the heating caused either by the load or by the
environmental temperature variation. If the tests are performed
after a period of loading of the machine causing the inductor
resistance to be increased, however, the estimated value would
converge to the hot value of the resistance. The correctness
method is thus independent from the working condition of the
LIM. The algorithm always estimates the value of the resistance
corresponding to the moment when the test is performed. It
should in any case noted the LIMs are hardly operated in contin-
uous loaded conditions. More frequently, they are operated on-
off with certain duty-cycles, as witnessed even by the typology
of name-plate data including the maximum generable force
for different values of working duty-cycles. The assumption
of estimated cool machine is therefore less limitative than in
the RIM case. In any case, depending on the type of observer
adopted, an on-line inductor estimation algorithm should be
integrated with the control. This is, however, out of the scope
of this paper.

A. Estimation of the Magnetization Curve

A direct consequence of the retrieval of the four electrical
parameters is the possibility to estimate the magnetizing curve.
For this purpose some tests should be made at different values
of the ratios between the supply voltage and the frequency to
make the machine work under different magnetizing excita-
tions. At the end of each test the whole set of electrical param-
eters can be estimated. At the same time the rotor magnetizing
current imr is computed by means of the well known flux model
based on the induced part equations of the induction motor in
the induced part flux reference frame. It should be remarked
that, because the start-up tests are made in a condition in which
the only load is the rolling friction of the tracks where the
rolling wheels move, the steady-state value of the estimated
imr can suffer from an inaccurate guess in the Tr parameter
needed by the flux estimator. In fact the ratio between the true
and the estimated rotor-flux linkage is given by the following
expression [57]:

|imr|
|̂imr|

=

√
1 + (ωslT̂r)2√
1 + (ωslTr)2

(8)

where the “∧” stands for estimated variables and ωsl is the slip
frequency, depending on the load force. From (1) it is apparent
that the magnetizing current estimation is dependent from the

parameter T̂r used in the flux model at load, as in the case
under test.

Afterwards, from the estimated values of Ls and σ, Lm is
computed for each operating point as explained below. Finally,
at the end of the tests at different voltage levels, the magnetiza-
tion curve is estimated.

However, it should be noticed that only the global leakage
factor can be estimated and not the stator or rotor leakage
factors individually. Consequently, the estimation of the static
magnetizing inductance has been made under the assumption
that the induced part leakage factor σr is twice that of the
inductor σs : σr = 2σs. Under this assumption, σr and σs are
computed from σ by the following formulas:

σs =

√
1

2(1− σ)
+

1

16
− 3

4
(9)

σr =

√
2

1− σ
+

1

4
− 3

2
. (10)

Thus, under each magnetic excitation, the total magnetizing
inductance Lm and Lr are computed as

Lm =
Ls

1 + σs
(11)

Lr =Lm(1 + σr). (12)

The value of the magnetic excitation is computed as

ψr =
Lr

Lm
ψ̃r (13)

where ψ̃r =
√

ψ̃2
rD + ψ̃2

rQ, ψ̃rD and ψ̃rQ are the direct and
quadrature induced flux components, numerical solutions of the
ordinary differential equations of model (3) and (4).

Finally, the magnetization curve of the motor, which give the
relationship between the induced magnetizing current imr and
the induced magnetic flux, is computed as

ψr = Lm(imr)imr. (14)

B. Estimation of the Parameters of the Mechanical Model

The continuous-time model of the electromechanical system,
assuming the load force equal to zero, is given from the equi-
librium equation of the thrusts

dv(t)

dt
=

1

M
(F (t)− fvv(t)− fc sgn (v(t))) (15)

where M is the motor mass, v is the mechanical speed, fc
and fv are, respectively the Coulomb and viscous friction
coefficients and F is the electromagnetic thrust given by

F (t) =
3

2
p
π

τp

(
is(t) ∧ ψ̃r(t)

)
=

3

2
p
π

τp
�e

(
−jψ̃r(t)is(t)

)
(16)

where ∧ connotes the vector product symbol between complex
numbers. Please mind the thrust expression in (16) does not
take into account the braking force of the LIM caused by its
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end-effects. With respect to the mathematical model of the
electromechanical system (15), the discrete time model can be
derived by using the step response invariance. The following
discrete-time model is obtained:

vk+1 = λvk + μsgn(vk)− γFk (17)

where k = nTs, n ∈ �+, is the discrete instant time, Ts is the
sampling time and λ, μ and γ are given by

λ = e−Ts/Tm , μ =
fc
fv

(λ− 1) and γ =
1

fv
(λ− 1) (18)

where Tm = M/fv is the mechanical time constant.
The mechanical parameters have been computed in condi-

tions of free motion during the stop transient using the values
of the speed in absence of the thrust. This is important because
it permits the estimation of the mechanical parameters without
the knowledge of the LIM braking force caused by the end
effects, whose expression is not straightforward. This makes the
mechanical parameters independent of electrical parameters.

In this condition (17) can be rewritten, since Fk = 0, as

Akx = bk (19)

where Ak = [vk sgn(vk)], x = [λ μ]T and bk = [vk+1].
As is well known, the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) solution

of the problem (19) is given by

x̂ =
(
AT

kAk

)−1
AT

k bk. (20)

This method has been adopted here to estimate the parame-
ters of the mechanical model of the LIM.

Once the parameters of the discrete-time mechanical model
λ, μ are estimated, and the corresponding parameters of the
continuous-time model can be estimated from (18), assuming
the mass M known, as

γ = Ts
λ− 1

M ln
(
1
λ

) , fv =
λ− 1

γ
, fc =

μ

γ
. (21)

C. Comparison With Previous Approaches From the Authors

Some comparative considerations with respect to a previous
set of works from the authors should be made, in particular
with all the papers based on least-squares techniques (LS), in
their orthogonal regression version [9] and in their constrained
minimization version [10]. This paper differs from [9], [10]
mainly in the following aspects:

• it proposes an off-line parameters estimation method,
whereas [9], [10] deal with an on-line parameters estima-
tion method;

• it exploits the full state equations of the LIM to estimate
the entire state variables. A Levenberg–Marquardt algo-
rithm (LMA) has been then used to minimize the nonlinear
function (7) over a space of parameters of the function
itself. On the contrary, [10] does not use an approach based
on an observer. It re-elaborates the stator and rotor voltage
equations of the IM, in addition to the flux equations, so
to express the dynamic equations on the IM only as a

TABLE I
RATED DATA OF THE LIM

Fig. 4. Photograph of the experimental test set-up.

function of stator quantities (stator currents and voltages),
thus eliminating the corresponding rotor quantities and the
flux linkages (both stator and rotor ones). As a result,
two dynamic equations are obtained with the derivatives
of the stator variables, up to the first order for the stator
voltages and to the second order for the stator currents.
In [9], [10], no integrators are present differently from the
proposed approach, based on an observer, while deriva-
tives are obtained by filtered differentiation. Because of
the corresponding high-frequency noise, some low-pass
digital filters are needed. The signal processing system in
[9], [10] and here are thus completely different. Finally,
[9] adopts the TLS EXIN neuron, while [10] adopts a
constrained least-squares approach, while here a nonlinear
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) has been used.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A test set-up has been suitably built to test the LIM parameter
estimation technique. The machine under test is a LIM model
Baldor LMAC1607C23D99, whose rated data are shown in
Table I. The LIM has been equipped with a linear encoder
Numerik Jena LIA series. The LIM presents an induced part
track on length 1.6 m. Fig. 4 shows a photograph of the test
set-up. The employed test set-up consists of:

• a three-phase linear induction motor with rated data shown
in Table I;

• a frequency converter which consists of a three-phase
diode rectifier and a 7.5 kVA, three-phase VSI;

• a dSPACE card (DS1103) with a PowerPC 604e at
400 MHz and a floating-point DSP TMS320F240.
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Fig. 5. Parameter estimation including the DSP/VSI delay of 2Tpwm (simulation).

TABLE II
MODEL AND ESTIMATED PARAMETERS AND % EST. ERROR WITH

DELAY TIME INCLUNDING AND NOT-INCLUDING IN THE

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Fig. 6. Measured speeds for three different speed references (experiment).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Signal Processing Issues

The LIM has been controlled with an open-loop scalar V/f
control strategy. This open loop control strategy has been
chosen to avoid biased estimates of the parameters: actually
input-output are always corrupted by noise, and their mutual
noise correlation could increase if a closed loop control strategy
is adopted. The inverter has been driven with a space-vector
PWM (SV-PWM) technique with fPWM = 5 kHz.

Fig. 7. Estimated fluxes for the three different speed references (experiment).

Fig. 8. Parameter estimation at 0.8 m/s (experiment).

Since all the experimental tests needed for the off-line LIM
parameters estimation have been performed at low speed be-
cause of the limited length of the induced part track, some con-
siderations about the inverter nonlinearity should be made. In
this case, the SV-PWM has been integrated with a methodology
has been used for the compensation of the nonlinearity effect
[58], [59]. This methodology is based on the approximation of
each power device characteristic with a threshold voltage and a
differential resistance. At low speed, the nonlinearity effect of
the inverter place an important role. It can be explained in the
following way. The power devices of the inverter present a finite
voltage drop in “on” state, due to their forward characteristics.
This voltage drop, which is constant with the stator frequency
of the inverter, although negligible at high working frequencies,
has to be taken into consideration at low frequency (low volt-
age amplitude) where it becomes comparable with the stator
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Fig. 9. Parameter estimation at 1.1 m/s (experiment).

Fig. 10. Parameter estimation at 1.4 m/s (experiment).

Fig. 11. Sum of the squares of the deviation at 0.8 m/s (experiment).

voltage itself. Moreover, the inverter on-state voltage vary with
a nonlinear law with the stator current, according to the power
device characteristics, and therefore creates a distortion of the
stator voltage with consequent worse behavior of the drive at
low speed. In the case under study, the power devices of the
inverter are IGBT modules, model Semikron SMK 50 GB 123.
The inverter nonlinearity compensation has already been em-
bedded by the authors in the PWM strategy of this inverter, as
shown in [34] and [57].

Another potential source of error in the parameters estima-
tion process is the effect of the delay time of the DSP/VSI on the
LIM dynamic equations; because of such a delay, a mismatch
could occur in the machine equations if the measured currents

Fig. 12. Sum of the squares of the deviation at 1.1 m/s (experiment).

Fig. 13. Sum of the squares of the deviation at 1.4 m/s (experiment).
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Fig. 14. Measured versus model estimated sD-sQ inductor currents (experiment).

and the inverter reference voltages are adopted (no measured
voltages can be used because of aliasing problems). This mis-
match is potentially caused by delay time with which data are
processed by the DSP and by VSI itself. It can be written as
TΣ = Tμp + T0, where Tμp is the processing/execution time of
the algorithm and T0 is the power converter dead-time [61].
If the PWM strategy presents a switching frequency equal to
fPWM, the statistical delay of the inverter is 0.5/(2fPWM),
while the delay time of the signal processing is 1/(2fPWM),
thus the overall delay is in the range between 1.5/(2fPWM)
and 1/fPWM [61]. In the case under study, fPWM = 5 kHz,
thus the statistical maximum time delay is about 200 μs. In the
proposed test at the highest speed (1.4 m/s), the LIM is supplied
at steady-state with a voltage of amplitude almost equal to
|usA| = 30 V at f1 = 8 Hz with a steady-state current of almost
|isA| = 5 A. Numerical simulations show that the maximum
percent error in the estimation of the inductor current by the
LIM model [(3) and (4)] due to the delay is around 1% of
its amplitude, and can be considered below the level of any
other source of error in the system (current LEM sensors for
example). Nevertheless, a test performed in numerical simu-
lation has been made to show the insensibility of the results
versus the delay time. In this test, the machine under test is
the model itself. To further increase the effect of the delay
time, the reference voltage has been delayed of 2Tpwm before
being given to the LIM model. At the same time, the reference
voltage has been given to the estimation algorithm to verify the
insensibility of the results versus the delay time. Fig. 5 shows
the real (model) and estimated parameters in these conditions
as obtained in numerical simulation. It shows that all estimated
parameters correctly converge toward the real ones, confirming
that the effect of the delay time does affect significantly the
accuracy of the parameters estimation. It should be remarked
that the estimation curves, parameters versus iterations, have no
correlation with the speed transient curves of the machine. An
iteration of the estimation curves represents one cycle in which
the entire set of data (entire speed transient) are processed by
the algorithm. A certain number of iterations is thus needed,
and correspondingly a certain number of times the entire set of
data is processed, to make the estimated parameters converge
toward the real ones.

TABLE III
FINAL VALUES OF THE LIM ESTIMATED PARAMETERS

Table II shows the steady state estimated parameters and the
percent estimation errors on each one, in case the delay time
is considered and is not. It can be observed that the estimation
error does not vary significantly in presence of the delay.

B. Experiments

The parameter estimation algorithm has been verified exper-
imentally on the above described set-up.

The dynamical test is made under speed step references:
since a scalar control is used, a flux reduction occurs at low
speeds and this has been exploited to compute the steady-
state variation of the different magnetic parameters of the LIM
according to the magnetic level (the induced part magnetizing
current). As a final result the LIM magnetic curve is retrieved.
Fig. 6 shows the measured transient speed waveforms obtained
for the following three speed references: 0.8, 1.1, and 1.4 m/s. It
should be noted a high value of the slip, respectively 62%, 55%,
and 50%, resulting from the high value of the friction load force
caused by the weight of the machine. Correspondingly Fig. 7
draws the induced part estimated flux speeds (equal respectively
to 0.28, 0.4, 0.56 Wb at steady state), showing the different
magnetic conditions, occurring at steady-state at the three dif-
ferent speeds. It can be noticed that at 1.4 m/s the flux is near
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Fig. 15. Parameter estimation at 1.4 m/s without the VSI nonlinearity compensation method (experiment).

the knee. When the speed slows down, then the corresponding
flux decrease. Figs. 8–10 show the respective waveforms of
the four LIM estimated parameters (σLs, Ls, Tr, Rs) as well
as the corresponding values measured with the classic no-lad
and locked inductor tests (constant) vs the number of iterations
and from them it is apparent their convergence to a set of final
values very quickly, in less than 10 iterations.

The set of initial values has been chosen as explained in
Section III. The algorithm is neither long nor particularly de-
manding from the computational point of view. The execution
time requires about 30 s for processing 50 000 samples (each
sample corresponds to an iteration) on an Intel core 2 duo
2.66 GHz processor. The corresponding functions error S(β)
are shown in Figs. 11–13.

These last figures have been plotted only for the first 20
iterations, to emphasize the quick convergence of the estimation
procedure. The stopping criterion requires however many more
iterations. After 20 iterations, for all the tests, these figures
become almost flat proving the convergence of the procedure.

Fig. 14 shows the corresponding waveforms of the measured
isD and isQ inductor current components and the corresponding
waveforms computed by the model tuned with the estimated
parameters. It can be observed the proper matching between
these two curves under the three different conditions, which
indirectly proves the correct parameter estimation.

Table III, showing the final values of the estimated parame-
ters at the three different tested reference speeds of 0.8, 1.1, and
1.4 m/s as well as the initial values of the same parameters given
to the proposed algorithm and those measured with the usual
no-load (without induced part track) and locked inductor tests,
summarizes the above described results. It should be noted that
in LIM case, differently from the RIM one, the parameters
measured with the no-load and locked inductor tests cannot be
assumed as true values but only as “close-to-reference” ones.
The corresponding inductor resistance has been measured with
a classic volt/ampere test.

To verify the low sensitivity of the accuracy of the estimated
parameters versus the VSI nonlinearity at low speed [62]–[64],
the test at highest speed has been repeated also after disabling
the adopted VSI nonlinearity compensation method. As a result,
Fig. 15 shows the waveforms of the four LIM estimated pa-
rameters (σLs, Ls, Tr, Rs) as well as the corresponding values

TABLE IV
FINAL VALUES OF THE LIM ESTIMATED PARAMETERS AT v = 1.4 m/s

WITH AND WITHOUT VSI NONLINEARITY COMPENSATION

measured with the classic no-lad and locked inductor tests
(constant) vs the number of iterations. Table IV shows the
final values of the estimated parameters, obtained, respectively
with and without the VSI nonlinearity compensation method.
It shows that the percent variation due to the VSI nonlinearity
compensation is less than 5% for all the parameters but the
transient inductance, for which it is around 9%. It should then
deduced that the VSI nonlinearity compensation does not play
a relevant role in the accuracy of the result in the case under
study.

In addition, to verify the robustness of the result of the
estimation process versus the initial guess of the parameters,
other two tests have been made, after detuning the initial set
of parameters in Section III of ±50% in the 1.4 m/s reference
speed test. Figs. 16 and 17 show the estimated parameters start-
ing from initial parameters which have been purposely detuned,
respectively of +50% and −50%. It can be observed that the
estimated parameters correctly converge to the same values as
in the initial test. Table V, summarizing the results in Figs. 16
and 17, shows the final values of the electrical parameters of
the LIM when the initial values have been purposely detuned
of ±50%.

Moreover, by using the method proposed in Section IV
Figs. 18 and 19 show the steady-state curves of the inductor
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Fig. 16. Parameter estimation at 1.4 m/s with initial values detuned of +50% (experiment).

Fig. 17. Parameter estimation at 1.4 m/s with initial values detuned of −50% (experiment).

TABLE V
FINAL VALUES OF THE LIM ESTIMATED PARAMETERS WITH

±50% OF THE INITIAL VALUES DETUNING

and magnetizing inductances as well as the inductor, induced
part and global leakage factors vs the induced part magnetizing
current. Fig. 20 shows the corresponding values of the time
constant of the induced part versus the magnetizing current. In
the end, Fig. 21 shows the magnetizing curve of the LIM vs the
magnetizing current.

As far as the mechanical parameters estimation is concerned,
a suitable experimental test has been adopted. Some experimen-
tal data have been acquired during a braking transient in free
motion, meaning without any electromagnetic torque applied.
These data have been in advance filtered using an anticausal
filter based on a digital Butterworth’s digital filter of 4th order
with bandwidth equal to 50 Hz and sampling frequency equal
to 100 kHz (Table VI).

Afterwords, the filtered data have been used to determine
the matrices Ak and bk. Finally, according to the LS solution

Fig. 18. Steady state curves of the inductor and magnetizing inductances
(experiment).

Fig. 19. Inductor, induced part and global leakage factors (experiment).
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Fig. 20. Time constant of the induced part (experiment).

Fig. 21. Magnetizing curve of the LIM (experiment).

TABLE VI
PARAMETERS OF THE BUTTERWORTH’S FILTER

Fig. 22. Estimated and measured braking transient (experiment).

(19), the following values of the parameters λ and μ have been
obtained: [

λ

μ

]
=

[
0.9993

−2.7945 · 10−4

]
. (22)

From (22), the values of fc and fv have been then obtained

fc = 5.59 N; fv = 13.86 Nms−1. (23)

Fig. 22 shows the measured speed during the braking tran-
sient and the solution of the finite difference equation (17) with
(22) and F = 0, as well as the estimation error. This curve
clearly shows the accuracy in the estimation of the mechanical
parameters of the LIM.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a technique for the off-line esti-
mation of the electrical parameters of the equivalent circuit of
LIMs, taking into consideration the end effects, and focuses
on the application of an algorithm based on the minimization
of a suitable cost function. This method exploits an entire
start-up transient of the LIM to estimate all the 4 electrical
parameters of the machine (Rs, Ls, σLs, Tr). It proposes also a
set of tests to be made to estimate the variation of the magnetic
parameters of the LIM versus the magnetizing current as well
as the magnetizing curve of the machine. A methodology for
the retrieval of the mechanical parameters of the LIM has been
proposed as well. The proposed methodology has been verified
experimentally on suitably developed test set-up. Results show
the goodness of the proposed approach, permitting to properly
estimate the electrical parameters of the machine under differ-
ent magnetic working conditions, simply on the basis of simple
dynamic tests. Finally, the proposed approach does not need
any sophisticated control technique, avoiding at the same time
the difficulties arising from the adoption of the classic no-load
and blocked inductor tests, as far as LIMs are concerned.
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